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EDHEC: COMMITTED  
TO FUTURE GENERATIONS

#20 
Master in Management

(Financial Times 2019) 

The business community is facing major challenges amid the societal, environmental  

and technological changes taking place around the world. EDHEC seeks to provide an 

ambitious response to these challenges by shaping future generations of executives as 

actors of change. In a society where the jobs of tomorrow have yet to be imagined,  

we believe business has the power to act as a force for good in transforming society.  

EDHEC has developed a unique model, founded on research that is relevant to our 

students, to companies and to society. EDHEC is a centre of excellence, innovation, 

experience and diversity, focused on moulding future generations in a rapidly changing 

world. Having a positive impact on the world is our identity.

EMMANUEL MÉTAIS
DEAN, EDHEC BUSINESS SCHOOL

“ OUR AIM IS TO TRAIN TALENTED LEADERS, 

CAPABLE OF TRANSFORMING THE BUSINESS 

WORLD AND ENSURING IT SERVES FUTURE 

GENERATIONS,” SAYS DEAN OF EDHEC 

BUSINESS SCHOOL EMMANUEL MÉTAIS. 

“THE HYBRIDISATION OF KNOWLEDGE 

AND THE DESIRE TO MAKE AN IMPACT 

ARE MAJOR ASSETS IN TRAINING FULLY 

ROUNDED MANAGERS CAPABLE OF 

SOLVING THE MAJOR PROBLEMS FACING 

SOCIETY. “

Top 15 
European 

Business School 

(Financial Times 2019-2020) 

#5 
Master in Finance 

Worldwide

(Financial Times 2020) 
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Academic excellence  
with a tech focus  
on three continents

Global Economic Transformation & Technology  
(GETT) is a pioneering track in the business-
education landscape that will allow you  
to embark on a journey through three continents  
to places where innovation and technology are 
changing tomorrow’s world. On this voyage  
of discovery, you will study in some of the  
world’s most reputable institutions in Paris,  
Seoul and Berkeley. 

My task over the course of this programme  
is to help you engage with the new economy  
and make you an active player. You will be able  
to tailor your curriculum through multiple 
electives and gain a global vision of the trends 
impacting the world along the way. You will 
sharpen your analytical skills so that you can 
decipher even the slightest signals and better 
anticipate trends, identify business opportunities 
and lead projects in new and uncertain situations. 
Your awareness of sustainable development issues, 
your technical skills – in finance, data and market 
analysis, coding – will evolve and grow. 

This international experience will also change you, 
take you out of your comfort zone and open your 
mind to global business transformations. On 
completing your academic journey, I can assure 
you that you will know how to question the status 
quo, participate in the development of new 
business models, and drive change in the new and 
the old economies at the individual, organisational 
and societal levels. You will think like a pioneer.

LUDOVIC CAILLUET, PhD,
PROFESSOR OF STRATEGY  
AND BUSINESS HISTORY,
GETT PROGRAMME DIRECTOR



Gain academic excellence on three continents.
Business managers with global experience and technological insights are changing the world. 
Rapid innovation, entrepreneurial endeavours, disruptive change caused by advances in 
information and technology create a need for new skills and management practices, skills 
you will acquire through the Master in Management, Global Economic Transformation & 
Technology (GETT). This two-year academic programme will offer you direct access to 
the cities, communities and concepts transforming the world of business. The top-notch 
programme opens the doors to positions in consulting, business development, innovation 
management, finance and project evaluation.

Key structure of the programme
• 2-year academic programme + 1-year professional immersion
• 3 global cities: Paris, Seoul and Berkeley
• Taught entirely in English

   LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Develop a cultural and industry 
understanding of consumer needs

• Understand how to manage a start-up
• Learn to manage innovative projects
• Understand how to manage the product 
development process

PARIS

BERKELEY

SEOULSEPT. 2021 > MAY 2022

JUNE 2022 > AUG. 2023

 AUG. 2023 > JUNE 2024

M
A

ST
ER

 2
M

A
ST

ER
 1

EDHEC Business School − Paris, France

PROFESSIONAL IMMERSION in the country of your choice

Haas School of Business, University of California  
Berkeley − San Francisco Bay Area, USA

SKK Graduate School of Business at Sungkyunkwan University − Seoul, Korea

S1

S3
-
S4

S2

S5
-
S6

• Master problem solving skills to bring original 
thinking to unexplored challenges

• Understand how to finance a new venture
• Integrate into the learning culture of France, Korea 
& the USA

MASTER in MANAGEMENT,  
GLOBAL ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION        & TECHNOLOGY AT A GLANCE
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Gain academic excellence on three continents.
Business managers with global experience and technological insights are changing the world. 
Rapid innovation, entrepreneurial endeavours, disruptive change caused by advances in 
information and technology create a need for new skills and management practices, skills 
you will acquire through the Master in Management, Global Economic Transformation & 
Technology (GETT). This two-year academic programme will offer you direct access to 
the cities, communities and concepts transforming the world of business. The top-notch 
programme opens the doors to positions in consulting, business development, innovation 
management, finance and project evaluation.

Completion of the programme will award you the following:

EDHEC BUSINESS  
SCHOOL 
Master in Management  
degree (Diplôme Grande  
École) 

SKK GRADUATE  
SCHOOL OF  
BUSINESS  
Master in Management 
Studies 

HAAS SCHOOL OF  
BUSINESS, UNIVERSITY  
OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY 
Diploma in Global Economic 
Transformation & Technology

+ +

BELGIAN

CHINESE

FRENCH

MOROCCAN

ITALIAN

GERMAN

INDIAN

MAIN NATIONALITIES

48%

52%

CLASS PROFILE

FEMALE

MALE

CONTINENTS 
REPRESENTED

3
AVERAGE  
AGE 

22

GETT Cohort-2020

MASTER in MANAGEMENT,  
GLOBAL ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION        & TECHNOLOGY AT A GLANCE

https://master.edhec.edu/master-in-management-gett
https://master.edhec.edu/master-in-management-gett


MASTER 1  
your first international experience
After one semester on our EDHEC Paris Campus, learning fundamental managerial 
topics, you will go to Seoul, Korea, where you will spend a semester at SKK Graduate 
School of Business, one of the best business schools in Asia.

At the heart of entrepreneurial Paris
The EDHEC Paris Campus, located between the Paris Stock 
Exchange and the Opera House, is a high-level research and 
teaching hub in Paris' heart of technology. It benefits from 
its exceptional proximity to a vast ecosystem, including 
Station F, the world’s biggest start-up incubator that 
EDHEC joined in 2017.

 LIST OF CORE MODULES*

• Strategic Management  
& Innovation

• Corporate Finance
• Financial Statement Analysis
• Marketing Management
• Data Analytics

Year 1, Semester 1 – EDHEC Business School PARIS

• Managing Human Capital 
• History of Technology  

and Innovation
• Technology and Society
• Foreign languages: French 

and Korean

TOP 20
MASTER in MANAGEMENT 
WORLDWIDE  
(2019 FINANCIAL TIMES RANKING)

TOP 15
EUROPEAN BUSINESS SCHOOL 
(2019 FINANCIAL TIMES RANKING)

#1
FRENCH BUSINESS SCHOOL  
(2020 U-MULTIRANK RANKING)

*subject to change
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From January until May 2022, you will join SKK Graduate School of Business  
in Seoul. You will attend classes with full-time MBA students and study business 
topics relevant to Global and Asian markets. International faculty at SKK GSB will 
cover a variety of subjects, from Marketing analytics to Cryptoeconomics in Asia 
to cross-cultural management, and show you how to apply these ideas to your new 
environment. You will access local communities at SKK GSB and expand your network.

An innovative curriculum
Sungkyunkwan University SKK Graduate School of Business is 
an icon of global MBA education in Korea. Set within the oldest 
university of the country, with 620 years of history, it provides the 
most dynamic and international learning environment for business 
leaders of today and tomorrow. With the aim of ‘Action-Based 
Learning,’ SKK GSB offers a hands-on and innovative curriculum 
that prepares today’s students to solve challenging problems  
of tomorrow.

 LIST OF CORE MODULES*

Year 1, Semester 2 – SKK Graduate School of Business  
(SKK GSB), Sungkyunkwan University SEOUL

• Brand Management
• Digital Marketing
• Entrepreneurship 
• International Financial  

Decision Making

• Negociations
• Predictive Analytics  

for Business 

 PLUS A CHOICE OF ANY FOUR COURSES*
Non-exhaustive list of courses;

• Creativity and Innovation
• Cryptoeconomics  

and Blockchain Technologies

34,248
STUDENTS IN UNDERGRADUATE  
AND GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

#1
MBA IN KOREA SINCE 2012
(2012-2020 FINANCIAL TIMES  
GLOBAL MBA RANKINGS)

TOP 10
MBA IN ASIA FOR 9 YEARS  
(2012-2020 FINANCIAL TIMES  
GLOBAL MBA RANKINGS)

• Equity Valuation 
• Finance Analytics
• Marketing Research 
• Mergers and Acquisitions *subject to change



KEY INTERNSHIP RECRUITERS
AMAZON, BMW, BNP PARIBAS, CANAL+, CHANEL, DANONE, EDMOND DE ROSHSCHILD GROUP, EY, 
DELOITTE, MORGAN STANLEY, PAYPAL, SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE, THE KOOPLES,  UNILEVER, VOLKSWAGEN

INTERNSHIPS LOCATION

KEY SECTORS

31% 
BANK AND FINANCE

21% 
TECH COMPANIES

13% 
CONSULTING

13% 
MEDIA, FASHION AND LUXURY

3 CONTINENTS

ASIA

AFRICA

3%

96%

1%

EUROPE

CHINA

FRANCE

GERMANY

UK

MOROCCO

CHINA HONG KONG SAR

HUNGARY

EXAMPLES OF  
COUNTRIES/REGIONS

PROFESSIONAL  
IMMERSION
Work experience is a crucial step towards employment: many students  
find their current positions as a result of their internships. This experience  
is also an opportunity to tailor your profile and explore an industry of interest.  
On completion of your internships, between year 1 & 3, you will embark on  
your final year at the Haas School of Business, University of California, Berkeley  
for an exciting year of learning at one of the world's most sought after institution. 

GETT Cohort-2020
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“If you want to embark on an international journey,  
to learn about business, innovation and technology 
from an international perspective, but also to discover 
three cultures as different and as influential as French, 
Korean and American, if you are open-minded and 
ambitious, then the MiM GETT is definitely for you.  
It is a unique opportunity. What I have learned 
during my first year is adaptability – a quality even 
more important in the context of the pandemic.  
You receive a wide range of classes from marketing  
to finance, spanning negotiation, coding and 
entrepreneurship. You adapt to multiple nationalities 
by being among your classmates and through the 
large number of people you meet. You discover firms, 
from the largest company to the smallest start-up, 
that are changing the world. You cannot remain silent 
in this stimulating atmosphere; this programme 
pushes you to act and to commit yourself. For me,  
it confirms my will to work in social entrepreneurship 
and to participate in tomorrow’s change. The GETT 
track in not only a programme, it is a full experience 
that will definitely give you far more than an excellent 
academic background."

Émilie Touvet, French 
EDHEC – 2022

“With much help from the Career Centre at 
EDHEC, my professors and friends, I was able 
to secure an internship in Sweden. After that,  
it was like a dream come true, as I was able to 
secure my upcoming internships in Norway  
and Poland. I never expected this at all when  
I had applied to EDHEC. I thought studying in 
three different countries was already an 
extraordinary thing. Little did I know that  
I would be doing my internships in different 
countries too. Just recently, I got my summer 
internship at DHL, as a project manager in 
France. The GETT programme gave me the 
opportunity to follow my passion for travelling 
around the world and my dream to find a 
direction, a path that I could hold onto in my 
early days and walk upon in years to come"

Pratik Jain, Indian 
EDHEC – 2021



MASTER 2  
your exposure and access to the Bay Area
Upon completion of your professional immersion, you will join 42 Silicon Valley  
for an initiation in coding, then the Haas School of Business, University of California, 
Berkeley in San Francisco for one full year. You will be exposed to world-class  
faculty, courses and networks within the innovation ecosystem of the Bay Area  
and Silicon Valley. The core curriculum emphasises entrepreneurship, innovation  
and transformative leadership in digital and global markets, gaining the knowledge, 
mind-set, skills and connections necessary to excel as innovators and global leaders.

Initiation to code
EDHEC Business School has developped a partnership with 42 Silicon Valley in Fremont, California. 
At the heart of Silicon Valley, students of the GETT track will be in immersion on the 42 campus just 
before their start at Berkeley Haas to learn the basics of coding. 

Year 3 – 42 Silicon Valley

5,000 STUDENTS TRAINED EACH YEAR

2013: LAUNCH OF 42 PARIS

2016: LAUNCH OF 42 SILICON VALLEY

SILICON VALLEY

“GETT not only has an innovative curriculum with a focus 
on technology, but has also allowed me to study on three 
different continents, in three prestigious schools. I have 
enjoyed the case study-driven courses and non-classroom 
activities, in particular, including an innovation expedition 
to the LUMA foundation in Arles, a career trip to London, 
company visits to Samsung and Hyundai in Korea and, of 
course, the Sunday football matches with my professors on 
a rooftop in the heart of Seoul! I started my gap year as a 
business analyst at Amazon in Paris and finished it as an 
analytical consultant at Google in Hamburg. From there  
I moved to Berkeley for my last year, where I worked on 
my Master’s project with Ericsson in Silicon Valley and 
enjoyed company visits to Facebook, McKinsey and Uber. 
Another highlight was the collaboration with 42 Silicon 
Valley, where I worked on an exciting project with its 
students. I would advise future GETT students to embrace 
the diversity and immerse themselves in the culture of the 
countries they will discover, take every opportunity to get 
out of their comfort zone and, hopefully, make an impact!"

Johannes Engelhardt, German 
EDHEC – 2020

42 Silicon Valley, created by French tech 
entrepreneur Xavier Niel, is a tuition-free coding 
school based on peer-learning, aiming to solve 
the tech industry’s chronic shortage of skilled 
programmers.
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Question the Status Quo
As the second-oldest business school in the United States, the Haas School of Business at the University 
of California, Berkeley is one of the world's leading producers of new ideas and knowledge in all areas of 
business—which includes the distinction of having two of its faculty members receiving the Nobel Prize 
in Economics. The school offers outstanding management education to about 2,500 undergraduate and 
graduate students each year who come from around the world to study in one of its six degree-granting 
programmes.

The school's distinctive culture is based on four Defining 
Leadership Principles:
• Question the Status Quo
• Confidence Without Attitude

 LIST OF CORE MODULES*
• Design Thinking
• Introduction to Entrepreneurship
• Marketing Strategy in a World of Digital Disruption
• New Venture Finance 
• Opportunity Recognition: Technology  

and Entrepreneurship in Silicon Valley 

You are able to select one course per semester from any of  
the academic departments at UC Berkeley subject to availability.

* There may be changes to the curriculum.

Year 3 – Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley

41,000+ ALUMNI IN 81 COUNTRIES

#2 PART-TIME MBA PROGRAM

#7 FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAM IN THE U.S IN US 
NEWS & WORLD REPORT

BERKELEY

“The two adjectives that best describe my journey on 
the GETT Programme are ‘exciting’ and ‘rewarding’. 
It has offered me countless learning opportunities,  
in the form of very interesting classes, insightful 
events and visits, and the journey itself. I think that 
the most useful skill I have acquired in class is the 
ability to negotiate, which has already proved helpful 
and, I am sure, will come in handy many times in my 
professional life. The other key skill I have developed 
is adaptability, which is essential in these volatile and 
fast-changing times, especially for someone who 
wants to build an international career."

Carola Andrea Limone, Italian 
EDHEC – 2021

• Students Always
• Beyond Yourself



CAREER CENTRE 
your localised career booster
During your 2 academic years, you will benefit from robust career counselling and 
support by all three of your institutions. This extensive offer will enable you to develop 
a local understanding of employment & career perspectives and prepare yourself to 
approach your future career in the best possible way.

EDHEC BUSINESS  
SCHOOL 

For the full length of the programme, 
the EDHEC Career Centre helps you 
design your job-search strategy and 
assess your recent work experience 
and managerial competencies. It offers 
an integrated career programme 
designed for you to define and achieve 
your career goals: the Talent 
Identification & Career Development 
(TI &CD) programme. Starting in the 
first semester of Year 1, GETT students 
benefit from the complete list of 
services offered by EDHEC Career 
Centre and access to our unique 
assessment centre on-campus, 
off-campus and online events designed 
to strengthen your profile and 
performance during the recruitment 
and interviewing process. You will gain 
access to personalised coaching and 
individual interview sessions.

SKK GRADUATE SCHOOL  
OF BUSINESS 

At SKK Graduate School of 
Business, you may elect to
participate in workshops or 
coaching offered by the  
MBA office.

You will therefore have the 
chance to attend career-related 
activities such as:

• Resume clinics
• Career building presentations
• Job search tips
• Company presentations
• Job fairs
• Localised career coaching 

sessions

HAAS SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS, UC BERKELEY

The Haas School of Business, 
University of California Berkeley 
offers a strong set of
career services which will give  
you access to and an 
understanding of the local 
realities.

• CAREER WORKSHOPS  
coached by professional business 
leaders. Topics may include: 
How to Network?  
Building your resume  
One-on-One interviews...

• ONE-ON-ONE CAREER 
COUNSELING with  
professional Haas School of 
Business, University of California 
Berkeley career counselors

• MONTHLY THEMATIC  
NETWORKING SESSIONS  
with current Berkeley Haas 
students in and around  
specific interest groups  
(e.g. Clean-Tech, Start Ups,  
Women in Business, etc.)

COMPANY VISITS*
While studying at the heart of entrepreneurial Paris, you will 
have the opportunity to work on case studies for innovative 
companies such as Naver et Samsung Strategic Innovation 
Center for Paris. SKK GSB will offer the chance to attend 
on-campus guest lectures, cultural visits as well as company 
visits such as Amore Pacific, Hyundai-Kia Motors, Samsung 
Electronics, etc. and learn the historical development of 
Korea in the rise of Asian economies. During your experience 
at Berkeley Haas, you will visit several Silicon Valley 
businesses (start-up companies, established, GAFA) such as 
AbInBev, Dropbox, Firefox, LimeBike, Ripple or Salesforce. 
A great way to witness from within the challenges faced by 
local organisations. 

* changes may apply, upon discretion of the institution

EDHEC RANKS #1 BUSINESS SCHOOL IN FRANCE FOR THE QUALITY AND INNOVATION OF ITS CORPORATE 
RELATIONS. A GREAT RECOGNITION FOR THE CAREER CENTRE SERVICES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS  

(Trophées Agires – Synergie Campus Entreprises rankings)
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AFTER YOUR  
GETT PROGRAMME
As a GETT student you will benefit from a wide range of services.  
The three Business Schools each offer services to enhance your learning experience.

The EDHEC incubator offers structured and 
complete support from the idea to the development 
and acceleration of the company. The start-ups 
incubated by EDHEC at Station F benefit from an 
individualised coaching, a dedicated co-working 
space favouring the exchange and collaboration 
between entrepreneurs, a mentoring programme 
mobilising 150 EDHEC graduates, thematic 
workshops based on a network of experts... all 
within a bubbling ecosystem unique in the world 
bringing together all actors of entrepreneurship.

INTERNSHIP IN THE US
After completing your year at Berkeley  
Haas (2 semesters) you are eligible to apply for 
Optional Practical Training (OPT). Application 
approval is determined by the United States 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) 

INTERNATIONAL  
ALUMNI NETWORK
Upon your admission to EDHEC you will join  
the EDHEC Alumni association, a network, of over 
46,000 graduates and students throughout 125 
countries. The association provides life-long support 
to graduates and helps them to develop and 
promote their professional projects and businesses. 
SKK GSB will grant you Alumni status and you'll  
be part of their alumni network. You will also 
receive Alumni benefits from Berkeley Haas such  
as invitations to local alumni events and the 
opportunity to join the CAL Alumni Association.



 REQUIREMENTS

• Bachelor degree
• GMAT, GRE or CAT
• TOEFL ≥ 95 or IELTS ≥ 7

 SCHOLARSHIPS

EDHEC offers three scholarships to support 
candidates according to academic excellence:
• Excellence 30% fee waiver – deadline  

to apply: 31 March 2021
• Distinction 20% fee waiver – deadline  

to apply: 30 June 2021
• Foundation 15% fee waiver – deadline  

to apply: 30 June 2021
• Other region-specific scholarships available.

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS

 FEES 
•   ¤53,100 for EU and Korean students

•   ¤64,600 for non EU students

Fees include:
• Tuition fees
• Access to all institutions' Career Centre  

with personal career coaching during your studies
• Access, to on-campus facilities (incubator, learning  

centre, sports facilities, etc.)
• Lifetime access to the EDHEC Alumni community

  INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OFFICE 
The office assists students with all 
administrative procedures before their 
arrival and also helps new students 
adapt to life in France. Staff are ready 
to help students with questions 
pertaining to the French medical 
system, medical insurance and housing options.

 VISA AND RESIDENCE PERMIT

Nationals of EU member states
EU students may live and study in France with
a national ID card. No passport or visa required.

Nationals of non EU member states
Before arriving in France, students from outside  
the European Union must obtain a student visa  
from the French embassy or consulate in their 
country of origin or permanent residence.  
Students from outside the European Union must  
also have a valid passport from their country  
of origin. Students receive support to apply for  
Korean & US visas.

 FRENCH CLASSES

French language courses are offered,  
free of charge, to facilitate the acculturation  
of international students. 

EDHEC works with Alliance Française  
in Paris and Seoul to offer French language 
courses personnalised to the needs and fluency  
of non French speakers.

APPLICATION & DEADLINE
•  Apply online at master.edhec.edu 
•  Contact us via  

international.admissions@edhec.edu
•  Applications are on a rolling basis 

from October 2020 until June 2021

SETTLING IN

• Updated CV
• Academic transcripts 
• 2 letters of 

recommendation

 MEET US AT FAIRS
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BACHELOR

INTERNATIONAL BACHELOR in BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BBA)  

 • Business Management 

 • Global Business 
   in Nice / Los Angeles / Singapore

ONLINE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MARKETING DIGITAL & INNOVATION

ONLINE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MANAGEMENT & COMMERCE

MASTER & PhD

MASTER IN MANAGEMENT

 • Global Economic Transformation & Technology Track (GETT) 
   in Paris / Seoul / Berkeley

 • Financial Economics Track

 • Business Management Track

LL.M. in LAW & TAX MANAGEMENT

MSc in CLIMATE CHANGE &  SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

MSc in CORPORATE FINANCE & BANKING

MSc in CREATIVE BUSINESS & SOCIAL INNOVATION

MSc in DATA ANALYTICS & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

MSc in ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INNOVATION

MSc in FINANCE

MSc in FINANCIAL MARKETS

MSc in GLOBAL & SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

MSc in INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

MSc in MANAGEMENT STUDIES

MSc in MARKETING MANAGEMENT

MSc in RISK & FINANCE

MSc in STRATEGY, CONSULTING & DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

MSc & GLOBAL MBA DOUBLE DEGREE

ONLINE MSc in INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PhD in FINANCE

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION & MBAs

EXECUTIVE MBA

EXECUTIVE MBA IN HEALTHCARE INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY
in partnership with UTC - Paris

GLOBAL MBA

ADVANCED MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME (in French)

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (in French)

SHORT PROGRAMMES FOR MANAGERS & EXECUTIVES

CUSTOM PROGRAMMES

ONLINE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME (in French)

ONLINE EXECUTIVE CERTIFICATES

SUMMER PROGRAMMES

GLOBALISING EUROPE

LEISURE & LIFESTYLE

EDHEC PROGRAMMES
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master.edhec.edu 
international.admissions@edhec.edu
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NICE
393, Promenade des Anglais
BP3116
06202 Nice Cedex 3 – France
Tel: +33 (0)4 93 18 99 66
Fax: +33 (0)4 93 83 08 10 

SINGAPORE
1 George Street
#15-02 Singapore 049145
Tel: +65 (0)6438 0030
Fax: +65 (0)6438 9891

LILLE
24, avenue Gustave-Delory
CS 50411
59057 Roubaix Cedex 1 – France
Tel: +33 (0)3 20 15 45 00
Fax: +33 (0)3 20 15 45 01

LONDON
10 Fleet Place, Ludgate
London EC4M 7RB 
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)207 332 56 00
Fax: +44 (0)207 248 22 09

PARIS
16-18, rue du 4 Septembre
75002 Paris – France
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 32 76 30
Fax: +33 (0)1 53 32 76 31


